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The main results of this paper deal with the existence of (local) "integrat-

ing factors" for a linear differential form

(1) w = P(x, y)dx + Q(x, y)dy,

that is, for the existence of functions P^O and w such that

(2) o = Tdw,

in the two cases: (i) P and Q are real-valued and

(3) P2 + Q2 ^ 0;

(ii) P and Q are complex-valued and

(4) Im (PQ) 9* 0.

In both cases, x and y are real variables, while T, w are real-valued in case (i)

but complex-valued in (ii).

In the real case (i), 1/P is what is usually called an integrating factor for

co. The solution of the problem in this case depends on the theory of ordinary

differential equations. Part I will deal with this case.

While the problem in the complex case (ii) has the same appearance as

the problem in the real case, it is of a very different nature. Its solution de-

pends on an elliptic system of partial differential equations. In fact, the

problem is equivalent to the problem of conformalizing the Riemannian

metric

(5) ds2 = coco =  \P \2dx2 + 2 Re (PQ)dxdy + | Q \2dy2.

The condition (4) implies that (5) is positive definite. (Any positive definite,

binary ds2 can be factored, in more than one way, into coco, where (1) satis-

fies (4).) The complex case (ii) will be considered in Part II.

In both Parts I and II, it will be supposed that P and Q are continuous.

Conditions will then be imposed on the set function

(6) HE) = j Pdx + Qdy,
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where £ is a domain bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve /.

The appendix will consider a related problem on indefinite forms (5) in

the theory of surfaces. In particular, this latter problem has applications in

the theory of the introduction of asymptotic lines or lines of curvature as

coordinate curves.

Part I

1. The main theorem (III) in this part will be to the effect that if P, Q

are real-valued, continuous functions on x2+y2<l satisfying (3) and if there

exists a continuous function / satisfying the integral relation

(7) f Pdx + Qdy =   f f fdxdy
J J J  J E

for every domain E bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve I in x2+y2<l,

then (1) has a continuous integrating factor 1/T(x, y) on a sufficiently small

circle x2+y2<e2.

It will follow from (II) that the above mentioned conditions on P, Q are

sufficient to assure the (local) existence of C-solutions of the Cauchy prob-

lem

(8) Q(x, y)zx - P(x, y)zv = 0, Z(0, y) = z0(y),

if z0(y) is a given C'-function. (This reduces to a standard assertion if Q = l

and/= — Py exists and is continuous.)

The proofs of (II) and (III) depend on a new uniqueness theorem (I) for

ordinary initial value problems

(9) dy/dx = - P(x, y)/Q(x, y), y(0) = 0.

In particular, (I) implies that the solution of (9) is unique if P, Q(^0) are

continuous in a vicinity of the origin and satisfy uniform Lipschitz conditions

with respect to y, x, respectively. (This is, of course, a standard theorem if

Q-l.)
2. A simplified version of the arguments of [6] leads to the following

uniqueness theorem(2) for ordinary differential equations:

(1) Let P(x, y), Q(x, y) be real-valued, continuous functions on x2+y2^l

with the properties that

(10) Q(x, y)*0

and that there exists a bounded measurable function f(x, y) in x2+y2gl such

that (7) holds for every rectangle E with boundary J in x2+y2^l. Then the

(2) (Added in proof, February 11, 1958). Extensions of (I)-(III) to systems of ordinary

differential equations and a converse of (II) in this case are given in the paper On exterior

derivatives and solutions of ordinary differential equations to appear in these Transactions.
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initial value problem (9) has a unique solution (for small \x\).

If the continuous functions P, Q satisfy uniform Lipschitz conditions with

respect to y, x, respectively, so that P„, Qx exist almost everywhere and are

bounded, then (7) holds with f=Qx — P„. Hence (I) implies the statement in

§1 concerning (9).

In the still more particular case that P, Q are continuous and that Py, Qx

exist and are continuous, the arguments used in [8, pp. 152-153], show that

(I) can be deduced from a standard uniqueness theorem by the C1 change of

variables (x, y)-^(x, m), where m(x, y) =flQ(x, t)dt.

Proof of (I). Suppose that (I) is false and that (9) has two solutions,

y=yi(x) and y = yi(x), on O^x^e and that yi(e)<y2(«). It can be supposed

that yi(x) <yi(x) lor 0<x^e, for otherwise the interval O^x^e can be re-

placed by a sub-interval x0^x^e, where 0 5=xo<e and yi(xo) =yi(x0).

For a fixed value of t, where 0<t^e, let E = Et denote the (x, y)-set

O^x^t, yi(x)^y^yi(x). The assumptions of (I) imply that (7) is valid for

E = Et, if J=Jt is the boundary of Et.

Since (9) implies that the line integral of Pdx + Qdy is 0 along the arcs

y=yi(x) and/or y=y2(x), the relation (7) and Fubini's theorem show that

/» I/:(0 c l /   c tad) \

(II) Q(t,y)dy= f(x,y)dy)dx.
J »1«) •'O    \JVi(x) /

Hence, as <—>+0, the continuity of Q implies that

(Q(0, 0) + o(l))(y2(t) - yi(t)) ^ Const. I max. (y2(x) - yi(x))

if |/| 2= Const, almost everywhere. Let h>h> ■ ■ •  be a decreasing sequence

of x-values such that tn—»0 as re—><» and that

yi{l) - yi{l) =  max (y2(x) — yi(x)) if t = l„.

Since y2(t) —yi(t)>0 for t>0, the last two formula lines give

O;(0, 0) + o(l) g Const, t ii t = tn    and    re -> «>.

This leads to ^(0, 0) =0, which contradicts (10). This proves (I).

3. A refinement of the assumptions lead to a corresponding refinement

of the assertion of (I):

(II) Let P, Qt^O, f be real-valued and continuous on x2Ary2^l with the

property that (7) holds for all rectangles E in x2+y2^l. Then there exists an

e>0 such that the solution y=y(x, v) of

(12) dy/dx = - P(x, y)/Q(x, y)    and   y(0, v) = v

exists and is of class C1 for \x\ ^e, \v\ ^t.

Proof of (II). It is clear from (I) that there exists an «>0 such that
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y=y(x, v) exists and is continuous for | x| ^e, \v\ ^e. It also follows from (12)

that yx(x, v) exists and is continuous. Thus in order to prove (II), it remains

to show that y„(x, v) exists and is continuous.

To this end, let 0<£5Se and — e^vi<v2^€. Let yi(x) =y(x, vi) and yi(x)

= y(x, v2), E = Et denote the (x, y)-set defined by O^x^t, yi(x) ^y gy2(x),

and J = Jt the boundary of E. Since the contribution of the arcs y=yi(x),

y=y2(x) to the left side of (7) is 0 by (12), it follows that

Q(t,y)dy-        Q(0,y)dy=  I    ( f(x, y)dy)dx.
!/l(() J vi J 0    \J Vi(x) ' Mh.

The right side of this equation has a continuous derivative with respect to t,

hence, the left side does also. A differentiation with respect to t gives

l     f »2(0 'J /• 1/2(0

(13) \ Q(t,y)dy\   = f(t,y)dy,
V J »i(0 /   ( J l/i(0

which, for fixed vi and v2, can be written in the form z'(t) =a(t)z(t) if

/» 1/2(0 /» 1/2(0 /       /» 1/2(0

C(/, y)<2y   and   a=  \        f(t, y)dy / Q(t, y)dy.
viW J vi(.t) I      J1/1(0

Thus z(<)=z(0) exp f0ia(x)dx. This equation is equivalent to

/> J/2(0 /    /» 02 \ /» <

G(',yyy = ( Q(0, y)cfy)exp        a(x)dx.
!/l(0 \ -' »i / ^0

It is clear that, as v2—>Vi,

f »2(0
(ISO Q(t, y)dy = (Q(<, yi(0) + o(i))(y2(t) - yi(t)),

J j/i(0

(152) a(0 = a(i, gt| »i) = /(*, yi(t))/Q(t, yi(l)) + o(l),

hold uniformly in t and Pi. The case / = 0 of (15i) is

(153) [nQ(0, y)dy = (6(0, .1) + o(l))(v2 - Vi),

as »2—n»i. The relations (14) and (15i) —(153) show that (y2(0 — yi(t))/(v2 — vi)

tends to limit, as v2—>vi, uniformly in t and Vi.

Since the cases tf^O and/or v2<Vi can be treated similarly, it follows that

yv(x, v) exists, is continuous and satisfies

(16)        Q(x, y(x, v))yv(x, v) = Q(0, v) exp f f(t, y(t, v))/Q(t, y(t, v))dt.
J 0

This proves (II).
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4. It can be mentioned that if the assumptions of (II) are relaxed to

those (I) (that is, if /is measurable and bounded, instead of continuous), a

considerable portion of (II) remains valid:

(II') Under the conditions of (I), the function y=y(x, v), defined by (12) ore

some sufficiently small square \x\ ge, |»| 5ae, has a continuous partial deriva-

tive yx, satisfies a uniform lower and upper Lipschitz condition with respect to v,

(17) 0 < const. ^ (y(x, v2) — y(x, v{))/(v2 — »i) ^ Const.,

where — e^Vi<v2<e, and has a partial derivative yv satisfying (16) for \x\ ^e

for almost all fixed v on \v\ ^ e.

The proof of (IF) depends on slight modifications of the proof of (II)

and will be omitted.

5. An immediate consequence of (II) is the existence of a continuous,

nontrivial integrating factor for Pdx-yQdy.

(Ill) Under the assumptions (and in the notation) of (II), the transforma-

tion x = u, y=y(u, v) is of class C1, has a nonvanishing Jacobian on \u\ ^e,

\v\ ^e (if e>0 is sufficiently small) and transforms the differential form

co = Pdx + Qdy into

(18) co = Tdv,    where    T = T(u, v) ^ 0

is given by Q(u, y(u, v))yv(u, v) and

(19) Tu exists and is continuous.

Since dx = du and dy = yudu+yvdv = ( — P/Q)du+yvdv, the relation (18),

where T = Q(u, y(u, v))yv(u, v), is clear. Finally, (19) follows from (16), where

x = u.

6. As an application of (III), consider the problem of introducing orthog-

onal coordinates for a positive definite, binary, Riemannian metric

(20) ds2 = Edx2 + 2Fdxdy + Gdy2.

Let the metric be written in the form ds2 = G~l {(EG - F2)dx2+(Fdx+Gdy)2}.

Hence, if (III) is applicable to the form a = FdxArGdy, then there exists a

C1-mapping x = u, y = y(u, v) of nonvanishing Jacobian transforming (20) into

the orthogonal form ds2 = G~1{(EG- F2)du2 + T2dv2}.

The statement (III) can also be applied in the problem of reducing an

indefinite quadratic differential form Ldx2+2Mdxdy + Ndy2 to the normal

form 2M'dudv. To this end, write the given form as

(M + ix)-\Ldx + Mdy + tidy)(ndx + Mdx + Ndy), where p = (M2 - LN)112,

and apply (III), if possible, to the linear differential forms in this expression.

For example, if the quadratic form involved is the second fundamental

form of a surface S of class C2 and (x, y) are Gaussian parameters in a C2-

parametrization of S,  the problem just mentioned is that of introducing
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asymptotic lines as parameter lines on a surface 5 of negative Gaussian curva-

ture K. In this case, there exist continuous functions / satisfying (7) if

Pdx + Qdy is either of the forms LdxA-Mdy or Mdx-\-Ndy; this fact is an

integrated form of the Codazzi equations; [7, pp. 759-760]. Thus (III) is

applicable to each of the factors Ldx-\-Mdy-\-pdy, pdx-\-Mdx-\-Ndy if p}

= M2 — LN, that is, if the Gaussian curvature K of 5, has continuous partial

derivatives. This implies the result of [8, p. 152].

Part II

7. The main theorem (IV) of this part will imply that if P, Q are complex-

valued, continuous functions on x2+y2^l satisfying (4) and if there exists a

function f of class Ap(x2+y2<l), p>2, satisfying the integral relation (7)

for every domain E bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve J in x2+y2^l, then

there exists a Cl-mapping

(21) x = x(u, v),        y = y(u, v)

on some circle ui-\-vi<e2, satisfying

(22) x(0, 0) = y(0, 0) = 0,

having a nonvanishing Jacobian, and transforming (1) into the form (2), where

w = uA-iv. (The inequality T^O is implied by (4) and d(x, y)/d(u, v)?^0.) In

particular, the continuity of P, Q and the existence and boundedness of Qx, Pv

is sufficient for the existence of such a mapping. This type of condition is very

different from the standard type of condition involving the degree of con-

tinuity of P and Q.
The proof of the sufficiency of the conditions mentioned (and, in fact, of

somewhat more general conditions) will depend on the Holder continuity of

quasi-conformal mappings and on some simple facts in potential theory.

An analogue of the italicized assertions, at a higher level of differentiabil-

ity, is the result of [4] to the effect that if a positive definite binary Rie-

mannian ds2 is of class C1 and has a continuous curvature, then it can be con-

formalized by a mapping of class C2.

8. The relations (1) and (2) are equivalent to -Pxu+<2yu= — i(Pxv+Qyv)-

If (4) holds, this condition is equivalent to the real system of quasi-linear

elliptic partial differential equations

(23) xu = Bxv + Cyv,       yu = — Axv — Byv,

where A, B, C are functions of x, y and are given by

(24) A =  | P\2/lm (PQ),    B = Re (PQ)/lm (PQ),    C =  | Q\2/Im (PQ).

In particular, AC — 52 = 1. The mapping

(25) u = u(x,y),        v = v(x,y),

inverse to (21), satisfies the linear system
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(26) vx = Bux — Auy,        vy = Cux — Buv.

If P, Q are continuous and (4) holds on x2-f-y2^l, then there exists a con-

stant k, Q<k<l, with the property that, for x2+y2^l,

(27) A? + 2P£„ + CV £ (26/(1 + *W + v*);

so that (23) implies

2 2 2 2 2

(28) xu + xv + y„ + y, ^ ((1 + k )/k)(xuyv — x„y„).

The inequality (28) implies that the maximal dilatation [l, p. l] of the map-

ping (21) does not exceed 1/k, that is, that an infinitesimal (u, z/)-circle is

mapped onto an infinitesimal (x, y)-ellipse and the ratio of the axes of this

ellipse does not exceed 1/k; cf. [12, pp. 135—136].

The notation w = u+iv and z = x+iy will be used below; for example, (25)

will sometimes be abbreviated as w = w(z), even though w is not an analytic

function of z.

Lemma 1. Let 0 <k^ 1 and let (21) be a one-to-one mapping of \w\ <e onto

| z\ < e with the property that (22) holds and that x, y are of class C1 and satisfy

(28) for \w\ <e. Then z = z(w) satisfies a uniform Holder condition of order k,

that is, if Wi, w2 correspond to Z\, z2, then

(29) | 2i — 321   ^ M | wi — w21*.

Furthermore, the constant M depends only on k and e (and is otherwise inde-

pendent of the mapping).

Since the first assertion of Lemma 1 implies that x, y are uniformly con-

tinuous on \w\ <e, these functions can be supposed to be defined and con-

tinuous on \w\ ^e.

Lemma 1 is contained in the proof of Theorem 5 in Ahlfors [l, pp. 11—13];

cf. Lavrentieff [ll, §l], where an analogue of Lemma 1 is also given. An

earlier similar result of Morrey [12, pp. 136—137], can be used below in

place of Lemma 1. A related theorem of Nirenberg [14, pp. 117-122], dealing

with an inequality more general than (28), does not seem so convenient, since

the order of the Holder condition is only claimed to be k/(l +k2).

Since condition (28) of Lemma 1 can be replaced [l ] by the assumption

that the maximal dilatation does not exceed 1/k, Lemma 1 implies that the

mapping (25) inverse to (21) satisfies

(30) | Wi — w21   g M | Zi — Z21*.

9. The following result in potential theory will be used in the proof of

(IV), below.

Lemma 2. Let a = a(r) be a nondecreasing positive function for r>0 satisfy-

ing (a(+0) =0 and)
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(31) f  r^a(r)dr < oo.
J -|-0

Let <j>(E) be a completely additive set function on the (u, v)-plane with support on

u2+v2^a2 having the property that

(32) f | d<p |   g Cra(r) (C = Const.)

if E is contained in a circle of radius r. Let V= V(u, v) denote the logarithmic

potential

(33) V(u,v) =   f f       log | w-f|^(£),
J J IfKo

where w = u-\-iv and f = £+»'?. Then V(u, v) is of class C1 on u2-\-v2<a2 and

there exists a constant c such that

(34) | V | ,   | Vu | ,   | Vv |   g c,

(35) | Vu(wi) — Vu(w2) | ,   | Vv(wi) - Vv(w2) |   ^ cp(\wi — Wi\),

where

rla(t)dl + r I     r2a(t)dt.
0 ^r/2

It is clear that the assumptions on a(r) imply that

(37) 0 < Const, r < p(r) -+ 0 as r -* 0,

in fact, that each term on the right of (36) tends to 0 with r and that the last

term is not less than Const, r for small r.

This lemma is an analogue of a result of Morrey [13, pp. 52-53], in which

ra(r) is replaced by a(r) in the assumption (32) and in which the assertion is

correspondingly weaker than in Lemma 2.

Proof of Lemma 2. It will be shown that there exists a constant c such that

(38) | 11   ^ c

and that

(39) | I(wi) — I(w2) |   ^ cp(\ wi — Wi\),

if I = I(w) denotes either of the two integrals

(40) f f     (u-Q\w-t \-2dtd>(E),        f f      (v - n) | w - f \~2d^(E).

The proof of this fact depends on standard techniques in potential theory.
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It will be clear from the proof that these standard arguments can be used to

show that F is of class C1 and that the integrals in (40) are Vu, Vv, respec-

tively; so that Lemma 2 follows.

Let m(r) =m(r; w) denote the integral

(41) m(r) = m(r; w) =   I I | dr<j>(E) | .
J J \tn-t\sr

Then, if I(w) denotes either of the integrals in (40),

/» 2a f* 2a
r~ldm(r) ^ m(2a)/2a +  I     r~2m(r)dr.

o J o

On the other hand, the condition on (32) and the definition (41) of m(r) show

that m(r) ^ Cra(r). Hence,

(42) | I(w) |   ^ Cla(2a) +  j     r^a^drX .

This proves the assertion concerning (38).

In order to prove (39), let

(43) h=2\wi-Wi\.

Let F denote the f-set defined by

(44) F: \t-vi\   < k,        |f |   < a

and G, the complement of Pwith respect to | f | <a. For any function g = g(w),

let Ag denote the difference g(w2) —g(wi). Then A/=AJi+A/2 if

h=  f f and   I2=  ( f   ■ ■ ,

the integrands being the same as in the definition of I.

The derivation of (42) shows that

| Ii(wi) |   g C<a(h) +   f  r-la(r)dr\

and that

| h(w2) j   g C ja(2/*) + J   r-^a(r)dr\ ,

since |f — w2\ ̂ 2h if f is in F. Thus

(45) | AZi|   ^ 2C<a(2h) +  f   r~la(r)dr\ .
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By the mean value theorem of differential calculus,

| A( • • • ) |   ^ const. | wi — Wi | /1 w* — f |2,

where ( • • • ) denotes the integrand of either integral in (40) and w*

= w*(wi, Wi, f) is a point on the line segment joining Wi and w2. If f is not in

F, so that | Wi—{"[ ̂ 2|wi — w2\, then \wi — w*| ^ | Wi — w2\ ^ | wi — f | /2. But

| w* — f | ^ | Wi— f I — I w*— wi| and, hence, | w* — f| ^ |wi — f| /2. Conse-
quently, the expression on the right side of the last formula line does not ex-

ceed const. (h/2)\Wi — f |-2. The arguments leading to (42) show that

(46) | A/* |   ^ 2C const. h<a(2a)/2a +   j     r~2a(r)dr\ .

The inequalities (45), (46) and the relation 7 = /i+72 imply the statement

concerning (39).

In view of the remarks at the beginning of the proof, this completes the

proof of Lemma 2.

10. Lemmas 1 and 2 will now be used to obtain a priori estimates for

degrees of continuity belonging to the partial derivatives of solutions of the

system (23).

Lemma 3. Let k, X denote real numbers satisfying

(47) 0 < k < 1,       0 < X < 1,       k(l + X) > 1.

Let P(x, y), Q(x, y) be complex-valued, continuous functions on x2-f-y2=V

satisfying (27), where A, B, C are given by (24). Let there exist a completely

additive set function \p(E) on the (x, y)-plane with support on x2+y2^«2 satisfy-

ing

(48) f f | c#(£) | ^ Const. r1+x (0 < X < 1),

if the set E is contained in a circle of radius r, and the integral relation

(49) f Pdx-rQdy = +(E),

if E is a domain bounded by a rectifiable lordan curve J in x2+y2 ^ «2. Finally,

let (21) be a one-to-one mapping of \w\ <t onto \ z\ <e of class C1 satisfying (22)

and transforming (1) into the normal form (2). Then, for every 5, where 0<5<e,

there exists a constant M, depending on k, X, 5, the Const, in (48) and upper

bounds for \P\, \Q\ and | Im (P<2)|-1 (but otherwise independent of P, Q and

the solution (21)), such that the partial derivatives of (21) satisfy

(50) | zu(w) | , | zv(w) |   g M

and
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(51) d(x, y)/d(u, v) ^ 1/M

if \w\ ^8 and

| zu(w{) — Zu(w2) | , | z,(wi) — zv(w2) |

g M(| wi — Wi |x + po(M | Wi — Wi | ))

if max (| Wi\, \w2\)^b and p0(r) is a monotone majorant for the degrees of con-

tinuity of P and Q.

The condition on p0 means that p0(r) is a nondecreasing, non-negative

function of r satisfying

(53) | P(zi) - P(zi) | , | Q(zi) - Q(z2) |   SPo(\zi-Zi\).

In the proof of Lemma 3, it is clear that there is no loss of generality in

supposing that P, Q are smooth (say, of class Cl). For otherwise, P, Q, \p

can be approximated by the respective functions P„, Qn, ^n obtained by con-

volving P, Q, yj/ with re2A(x/re, y/n), where K = K(x, y) is a smooth function

for all (x, y), A^O, A = 0 if x2+y2fe 1 and JfKdxdy = 1. On the one hand, the
conditions imposed on P, Q, \f/ hold for Pn, Qn, tyn with the same k, X, Const.,

Po(r) and upper bounds for \P„\, \Qn\', cf. the argument in [2, pp. 62-63].

On the other hand, the assertions will not be altered by a limit process; cf.

the proof of (IV) below.

In the case that P and Q are smooth, \p(E) is the absolutely continuous

function

HE) = J J (Qx - Py)dxdy.

Proof of Lemma 3. Let P= T(u, v) denote the function satisfying

(54) Pdx + Qdy = Tdw,

by virtue of (21); so that,

(55) T = Pxu + Qyu = - i(Pxv + Qyv).

Let <t>(E) be the absolutely additive set function in the (u, *>)-plane which is

the image of \}/, that is, <f>(E) =\f/(E') if E is the (u, n)-image of the (x, y)-set

E'. Then (49) and (53) show that

(56) f Tdw = 4>(E)

if £ is a domain with a rectifiable Jordan boundary / in M2+i/2<e'.

It follows that if \w\ <a<e, then

C57)        2xiT(w) =  f       (f - w)~'T(t)dt -  f f     (f - w)~Hi4>(E).
J lfl-a J   J |f|<o
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(The relation (57) is a standard Green formula when \p, hence <p, is absolutely

continuous with a continuous density; cf., e.g., [9, p. 555].) Let the relation

(57) be integrated with respect to a over the interval [a, b] and let the result

be divided by b — a to give

(58) 2iriT(w) = 4>(w) + V(w),

where

(59) *(a») = 3>ah(w) = (b - a)-1 f  dr f      (f - w)-lT({)di;
J a J |f|=r

and

(60) ¥(w) = *ab(w) = (b - a)-1 f    f      (f - w)-Hr<t>(E).
•la    J|{-|<r

The function (59), which is regular analytic for \w\ <a, is given by

/• 6    /* 2tI     (re* - w)~lT(rea)dddr.
a    J 0

Hence, if | w| ^5<a,

| *(«>) I   ^ (a - b)-la-l(b - a)-1  f f | 7\f) | d^d-q.
J *'a<|f|<6

In view of Schwarz's inequality,

(4 - a)-1 r r   i r(r) i d&t, ̂ {2^(6 - a)-1 r r i rao i *<*&&»}.

By the relation (55),

I T|2 ^ const. (xM + yu + xv + yv)

if \P\, \Q\ ^const. Hence, by (28),

(61) I r|2 5; const. (2/k)(xuy2 — x,yu).

Consequently,

f J        I r|2^cii; ^ const. (2/*) j  f      d(x, y)/d(u, v)dudv,
J   J |f|<e J   J \w\<t

where the last integral is merely the integral of dxdy over the disk \z\ <e.

This gives

(62) I <i>(w) I   ^ 2ir«(a - o)~l a~l (const./(b - a)k)112 if   \ w\   ^ 5 < a

and ci<&<e. Similarly,
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(63) | d$(w)/dw\   ^ 27r«(a - 5)-2a-1(const./(6 - a)k)112 if   \w\   ^ 8 < a.

Since Lemma 1 implies that z = x-\-iy satisfies (29), it follows from (48)

that

(64) f f | dd,(E) |   ^ Const. (Mrh)1+X

if the set E is contained in a circle | z — Zo\ %.r of radius r.

Denote by a(r) the function

(65) a(r) = r»(H*)-i.

In view of (47), this function satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2. Thus,

Lemma 2 is applicable to the logarithmic potential V(w) = V(w, a), given by

(33), for any value of a not exceeding 6. On the other hand, the function (60)

is

*(w) = (b - a)-1 f  (Vu(w, r) - iVv(w, r))dr.
J a

Since the estimates (34) and (35) apply uniformly to V(w, r) for | w\ ^r and

a^r^b, it follows that

(66) | -&(w) |   ^ c if   | w |   ^ a

and that

(67) | ^(wi) — ^(wi) |   ^ cp(\ Wi — Wi\ ) ii max (| Wi | , | w21) ^ r,

where the function p is given by (36) and (65) and the constant c depends only

on X, k, b, and the Const, in (48).

It follows from (58), (62) and (66) that

(68) | T(w) |   ^ M if   \w\   ^8   (<a < b < e),

where If is a constant depending only on k, X, 6", a, b, upper bounds for | P|,

I Q\, and on the Const, in (48). In view of (55), this proves the assertion con-

cerning (50) in Lemma 3.

The assertion (50) implies that the estimate (29) can be replaced by

(69) | 0i — 321   fs M | wi — Wi |

if M=M(8) and max (|wi|, \w2\)^8<t. This means that (64) can be im-

proved to

f f | d4>(E) |   ^ Const. (MrY+\

Thus (65) can be replaced by

(70) a(r) = rx
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and the function p(r) in (36) and (67) is merely an absolute constant times r\

Consequently, (63) and (67) imply that

(71) | T(wi) - T(wi) |   g M | wi - Wi \\

Finally, the assertion concerning (52) in Lemma 3 follows from (50), (69)

and (71), if it is noted that P and Q, as functions of w, have a degree of con-

tinuity majorized by p0(Mr); cf. (69).

In order to prove (51), let 0<5<e and let | T(w)\ assume its minimum

value M0 on | w\ ^5 at the point w = w0. Then (71) implies that

(72) | T(w) |   g Mo + M | w - w0|x if   \w\   ^5

and the number M depends on the quantities specified in the statement of

Lemma 3. The relations (55) and (72) imply that \zu\, \zv\ do not exceed

const. (M0-\-Mvx) if \w — w0\ tin, \w\ ^5 and const, depends only on upper

bounds'for \P\, \Q\ and | Im (PQ)]-1. Hence

| z — zo|   ^ const. (Afo + Mr?) \ w — w0\

ii z = z(w), Zo = z(wo) and |w — w0\ H>i), \w\ g5.

In view of the inequality (30), it follows that

M~llk I w — Wo Illk ^ const. (Afo + Mj/x) [ w — wo | .

Notice that M in (30) depends only on e, k, 8 since | w\ f£5 implies, by (24),

that z(w) is contained in a circle | z\ ^r with a radius r depending on e, k, 5.

The M in the last relation is the maximum of the one occurring in (30) and

in (72).
Choose w so that | w — w0\ =rj and \w\ ^5. Then the last inequality gives

Af„ ^ (const.)-W"1'^"-*>/* - Mvx.

In view of (47), X>(1— k)/k. Hence, there exists a small tj =r/(5) >0 with the

property that the expression on the right side of the last inequality is positive.

Since |r"(w)| =Afo for \w\ ^8, the assertion concerning (51) follows from

(61). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

11. Lemma 3 leads at once to an existence theorem for the "conformal"

normal form Tdw for PdxA-Qdy (or, equivalently, to an existence theorem for

the linear elliptic system (24), (26)).

(IV) Let P, Q be complex-valued, continuous functions on x2+y2 ^ 1 satisfy-

ing Im (PQ) 7*0. Let there exist a completely additive set function \p(E) on

x2+y2^l satisfyinq (48) if the set E is contained in a circle of radius r and

satisfying the integral relation (49) if E is a domain bounded by a rectifiable

Jordan curve J in x2+y2^l. Then, for sufficiently small e>0, there exist one-

to-one C1-mappings (21) of w2-f-i/2<e2 onto x2+y2<€2 transforming PdxA-Qdy

into the normal form T(du-\-idv), where

(73) T = T(u, v) 9* 0.
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It can also be assumed that 2(0, 0)=0, in which case, estimates for the

degrees of continuity of the partial derivatives of x, y and of u, v are supplied

by Lemma 3.

If/=/(x, y) is of class L" on x2+y2^l and p>l, then

ff 1/1 dxdy ̂( j  f \f\pdxdy\ Vr2)1'* ̂ Const. r2<\

provided that E is contained in a circle of radius r and l/p-\-l/q = l. It fol-

lows that the conditions (48) and (49) on \p are satisfied if there exists an /

of class Lp, p>2, satisfying (7); in this case,

HE) = ff fdxdy

and l+X = 2/o>l.

Proof of (IV). If x, y are first subjected to an affine transformation, it can

be supposed that P(0, 0) = 1, Q(0, 0) =i. Hence, if k is an arbitrary number

on the range 0 < k < 1, it follows from (24) and continuity considerations that

(27) holds for x2+y2^e2, provided that e = e(k)>0 is sufficiently small.

If X satisfies (48), choose the number k so as to satisfy (47). Let e>0be

fixed by the requirement that (25) holds for x2+y2^e2.

Let P, Q, \p be approximated by functions P„, Qn, \pn described after the

statement of Lemma 3. If P = P„, Q = Qn, then there exist mappings x

= xn(u, v), y=y„(u, v) of the type desired. It can also be supposed that

x„(0, 0) =y„(0, 0) =0. Then Lemma 3 implies the uniform boundedness and

equicontinuity of z = zn(u, v) and its first order partial derivatives on every

circle re2+z;2^52<€2. Thus, it is possible to extract a subsequence of 3i, 22, • • •

which, together with the first order partial derivatives, have uniform limits

on every circle ul-\-v2^Lb2<e2.

The limit function z = z(u, v) is of class C1 on re2+i>2<e2. It is easy to see,

from the estimates (29) and (30) for the mapping z = zn(u, v) and its inverse,

that z = z(u, v) is a one-to-one mapping (29) of u2-{-v2<e2 onto x2A-y2<t2;

[1, p. 14].
Finally, the uniformity of the estimate (51), with respect to re, shows that

d(x, y)/d(u, v)>0 on u2+v2<e2. This implies (73) and completes the proof of

(IV).
12. As pointed out at the beginning of the paper, (IV) states that a posi-

tive definite, binary Riemannian metric

(74) ds2 = Edx2 + 2Fdxdy + Gdy2

can be reduced to the conformal normal form

(75) ds2 = | T\2(du2 + dv2), T^0,

by a mapping of class C\ if there exists a factorization  ds2=o>w, where
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u = Pdx-\-Qdy satisfies the conditions of (IV). It will be supposed below that

E, F, G are continuous.

For example, if (74) is of the form ds2 = dx2-\-Gdy2, then a sufficient condi-

tion for the possibility of reducing ds2 to the form (75) is that G(x, y) satisfy

a uniform Lipschitz condition with respect to x. For, in this case, ds2=cocb,

where w = dx-r-iG1,2dy.

Ii ds2  is an  orthogonal  form  ds2 = Edx2+Gdy2,  so  that

ds2 =  | EllHx+ iG^dyY,

it is sufficient that E, G satisfy uniform Lipschitz conditions with respect to y,

x, respectively. More generally, it is sufficient that there exists a positive, con-

tinuous function p. such that p2E, p2G satisfy uniform Lipschitz conditions

with respect to y, x, respectively (since ds2 = p~2\ pEl/2dx-\-ipGll2dy\2).

The general case (74) can be factored as ds2 = p~2uu, where

u-iG1^ = {(F cos 0 - W sin 6)dx + G cos 6dy\

+ i{ (F sin 0 + W cos 6)dx + G sin ddy],

W=(EG — F2)112 and p=p(x, y)>0, 6 = 6(x, y) are arbitrary continuous func-

tions. The choice fi = l, 0 = 0 gives

a = {(F/Gll2)dx + G^Hy} + i(E - (F/Gl'2)2)ll2dx,

so that (74) can be reduced to the form (75) if, for example, Ey, (F/Gll2)x,

(F/G1,2)y, Gx exist, and are bounded.

The remarks of this section answer in part questions raised by Wintner

[15].

Appendix

1.  The object of this appendix is to prove the following assertion:

(*) Ore the circle x2+y2<l, let the coefficients of the quadratic differential

form

(1) a = L(x, y)dx2 + 2M(x, y)dxdy + N(x, y)dy2

be real-valued, of class C1 and satisfy

(2) LN - M2 < 0.

In addition, suppose that a has a continuous curvature K(x, y). Then there exists

a pair of functions

(3) x = x(u, v),       y = y(u, v)

of class C2 on a circle u2+v2 < 1, satisfying x(0, 0) =y(0, 0) =0, and transform-

ing (1) into the normal form

(4) a = 2T(u, v)dudv, T(u, v) > 0.
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This is the analogue of the assertion of [4] in the elliptic case, where (2)

and (4) are replaced by LN — M2>0 and a=T(u, v)(du2+dv2), respectively.

In this elliptic case, every mapping (3) bringing a into the conformal normal

form is of class C2; above, in the hyperbolic case, it is only stated that some

mappings (3) achieving the normal form (4) are of class C2 (and, in fact,

there are some of class C1 which are not of class C2).

If re = 1 in the assumption aEC", KECn~x and the assertion x, yECn+l of

(*) is replaced by an re>l, then (*) becomes a theorem of Wintner [5, pp.

853-854]. Assertion (*) (with w = l) is conjectured to be true in [5]. As

pointed out in [5], corollaries of (*) are the following theorems:

(**) If S is a (small piece of a) surface of class C3 of negative Gaussian

curvature, then S has a parametrization of class C2 in which the parametric lines

are asymptotic curves.

(***) If S is a (small piece of a) surface of class C3 without umbilical points,

then S has a parametrization of class C2 in which the parametric lines are lines of

curvature.

For analogues when SEC", re>3, cf. [5]. If SEC2 (instead of C3) and

has a negative curvature, then S need not possess asymptotic line para-

metrizations; see [8, p. 150], and for a sharper result, [2, p. 490]. On the

other hand, (**) is final in the sense that if an S possesses a C3 asymptotic

parametrization, then Shas C4 (nonasymptotic) parametrizations; [l, p. 139].

2. When (2) holds and L, M, N are of class C1, then a has a factorization

(5) a = 2 coiu>2,

where coi = Pidx-yQidy, u2 = PidxArQ2dy are linear differential forms with real-

valued coefficients of class C1; cf. §6 above. The exterior product coiAco2 is

defined to be (PiQ2 — P2Qi)dxdy. The assumption (2) implies that coi, C02 are

linearly independent, that is, that PiQi = PiQi^0.
If coi, co2 are real, linearly independent forms with exterior derivatives and

continuous densities (as is the case above when Pi, Qu Pi, QiEC1), then there

exists a unique, real, linear differential form CO12 = Pndx + Qudy with continu-

ous coefficients satisfying

(6) dwi  =   0)12 a COl, do32  =  UjA CO12.

Suppose that the form coi2 has an exterior derivative with a continuous density

5(coi2) relative to dxdy, then (1) or (5) is said to have a continuous curvature

A(x, y) defined by

(7) A = 8(wn)/(PiQ2 - PiQi)

or

(8) dean = Awi A W2.

This is equivalent to the standard definition of curvature of (1) when L, M, N
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are of class C2 (in which case, uu can be chosen of class C1 and 5(cji2) =<2i2i

— Pliy).

When (1) is the second fundamental form of a surface 5 belonging to a

parametrization of class C3, then A, M, N are of class C1 and (1) possesses a

continuous curvature. This is clear from the considerations of [4, pp. 688-

689]. Correspondingly, on a surface 5 of class C3 without umbilical points, a

quadratic differential form (1) determining the lines of curvature by the

equation a = 0 can be chosen so that A, M, N are of class C1 and a possesses

a continuous curvature. This can be verified by following the considerations

of Weingarten (cf., e.g., [3, pp. 486-488]) without using a particular co-

ordinate system; cf. also [5, pp. 861-862].

3. Proof of (*). It is clear that there exist one-to-one mappings (3) of class

C1 on | u\ <e, | v\ <e, satisfying x(0, 0) =y(0, 0) =0 of nonvanishing Jacobian,

transforming coi, w2 into the normal forms

(9) coi = Tidu, co2 = Tidv TXT2 > 0,

where the partial derivatives

(10) Tu, TiU exist and are continuous;

cf., e.g.,§ 5 above. In view of (5), the relation (4) holds with

(11) T = TiTi > 0.

It can be supposed that

(12) T(u, 0) =■ 7X0, •) = 1.

For otherwise the variables (u, v) can be replaced by new variables (u', v')

defined by

/» U /» VT(u, 0)du,       v' = 7^1/2(0, 0) I    r(0, v)dv.
0 J 0

The transformation (u, v)—*(u', v') is of class C1 and of nonvanishing Jacobian.

Under this mapping, wt and co2 become (Ti(u, v)Tll2(0, 0)/T(u, 0))du' and

(Ti(u, v)Ti,2(0, 0)/T(0, v))dv'. The product of the coefficients of du' and dv'

is, by (11), T(u, v)T(0, 0)/T(u, 0)T(0, v). This product is identically 1 if

either w = 0 or v = 0, that is, if either w' = 0 or v' = 0. Thus, if (u', v') are re-

named to (u, v), then (12) holds.

It will be shown that if the mapping (3) satisfies the normalization (12),

then it is of class C2.

Let h = h(u, v) be the positive, continuous function satisfying

(13) Ti = hT1'2 and T2 = r'2/h, i.e., h = (T1/T2)1'2 > 0.

Thus

(14) coi = hTll2du,       o2 = (T^/^dv.
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Then dwi = - (hTU2)vdudv = - ((hTl'2)v/T)(o>i A co2); similarly, don

= ((Tl'2/h)u/T)(coiA03i). It follows from (6) that the unique form coi2 is given

by Ui2 = T-1((hT1i2)vw2-(Tii2/h)uai); hence, from (14), by

(15) coi2 = - (log (T"2lh))udu + (log (T"2h))vdv.

The relation (8) means that

(16) f ooi2 =   f \   KTdudv

holds for every domain E bounded by a piecewise smooth Jordan curve J in

|«| <€,   |»| <€.
Let E denote the rectangle with vertices (0, 0), (u, 0), (u, v), (0, i;), where

\u\ <«, |t»| <e. Then (15) shows that the line integral in (16) becomes

-log T(u, v) + log P(0, v) - log P(0, 0) + log T(u, 0).

The normalization (12) and (16) give

(17) -logP(w, v) =   I     I   KTdudv.
Jo   J 0

Since A and T are continuous functions of (u, v), it follows that T(u, v)

is of class C1. Thus, the mapping (3) of class Cl transforms the indefinite form

(1) with coefficients of class Cl into the indefinite form (4) with coefficients

of class Cl. The theorem (II) in [10, p. 348], implies that (3) is of class C2.

This proves (*).

Remark. Note that T is not only of class C1 but has a continuous, second

mixed derivative TUV = TVU and that, in (u, v)-coordinates, the curvature A

can be calculated from the standard equation (log P)„„-j-AP = 0.
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